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aging of PAX requires immediate action. PAX is an excellent model of how a church should 

function, but it will face hurdles in trying to forge a future. 

To that end I recommend that PAX assemble what I label a 'Committee for Survival'. 

The task of that committee entails the following: 

1. A critical analysis of PAX' declining membership, both in regard to declining numbers and

a current community that is increasingly facing the issue of aging.

2. A look at issues of finances and current site for the future of PAX.

3. (A recognition of) its lack ofracial and ethnic diversity and engage in new efforts to expand

membership taking into account.

4. A concrete program of advertising and Facebook presence in selected areas that would

invite new and younger membership from all economic classes.

(The committee shall:) 

• Consist of eight to twelve members, with at least one quarter of membership (from) outside

talents in Facebook and advertising.

• Equally represent women and men of varying ages.

• Report monthly to PAX as a whole and complete its analysis and recommendations by

September 1, 2019.

The current situation m western Catholicism is one of crisis and possible collapse of key 

administrative· structures such as the role of bishops, the selection of candidates for ordained 

ministry, the ;idmission of married persons to the ordained ministry of the Church, (and the) 

significant need for transparency in finance and governance. PAX brings to the institutional 

Church a model it should seriously embrace but, given the sclerosis in the structures of the Church, 

(such) will be quite difficult to negotiate. PAX is too good to lose, but the challenge facing you 

remains quite demanding. 

Call upon your talent and devotion to the Holy Spirit to share your gift to this broken Church. 

(Remarks offered by Harry Vincent Cushing, OFM, January 6, 2019 at PAX in McLean, VA) 


